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Introduction:  Although the EPOXI mission is best 
known for its fly-by on November 4th, 2010 [1,2], the 
spacecraft started observing comet 103P/Hartley-2 60 
days before. Here we discuss observations acquired 
with the Medium Resolution Imager (MRI) that were 
used to characterize the comet’s dust and gas produc-
tion. 

Observations:  The MRI camera is based on a 2.1 m 
focal length Cassegrain telescope, with 12 cm aperture 
and a 9 position filter wheel [1]. It has a field of view 
of approximately 35 x 35 arcminutes, and a per pixel 
resolution of 2 arcsec. Five of the filters are based on 
the Hale-Bopp narrowband filter set [3], with three 
filters designed to measure different gas species (CN, 
OH, and C2) and two to measure the continuum at 345 
and 526 nm; two others are medium-width filters for 
measuring colors at 750 and 950 nm, and two are near-
ly identical broadband “Clear” filters that are sensitive 
to the 200 – 1100 nm band. 

The comet was observed with the MRI in the 
period 2010 Sept. 5 – Nov. 26. During most of this 
period, only the CLEAR1 and CN filters were used in 
order to get an optimal sampling of the comet’s 
lightcurve (the narrowband filters require a relatively 
long exposure time to get good S/N). The other narrow 
band filters were used between Oct 28 and Nov 16.  

Production Rates:  We used the narrowband images 
to derive absolute gas and dust production rates of 
comet 103P. We measured the comet’s flux in large 
apertures up to radii of 8.25 arcmin (240 pixels) to 
sample a large fraction of the coma and to get optimum 
signal-to-noise. However, the field of view is heavily 
contaminated by stars (CLEAR1) and cosmic rays 
(narrow band filters). We therefore obtained coma pro-
files by azimuthally averaging the surface brightness.  

The measured flux in the narrowband filters is 
the sum of a reflected continuum and the gaseous 
emission bands of interest. To remove the continuum 
contribution, we assumed an unreddened solar contin-
uum and convolved this with the filter transmission 
and quantum efficiency of the detector [4]. The result-
ing ‘clean’ CN, OH, and C2 fluxes were used to derive 
column densities using fluorescent efficiencies scaled 
to the comet’s heliocentric distance and velocity. To 
derive gas production rates, we computed surface 
brightness profiles based on the spacecraft range using 
Haser and vectorial models.  

CN Anomaly: A dramatic increase in the flux with the 
Medium Resolution Instrument (MRI) occurred ap-
proximately 6 weeks before encounter [2,5]. This ef-
fect was most pronounced with the CN narrowband 
filter in place, as large as a factor 8, while fluxes 
measured with the broad band CLEAR1 filter in-
creased by about 50%. The sudden onset and long du-
ration of the event (20 days, from DOY 2010253 to 
2010270) was unlike any cometary outburst, and it was 
therefore dubbed a ‘CN anomaly’. To further investi-
gate this event, and to determine whether it was in-
strumental or cometary in nature, we conducted several 
diagnostic tests with the Deep Impact spacecraft. We 
found that imaging conducted with the spacecraft atti-
tude modified to provide the same Sun illumination 
geometry as during the anomaly to check for light 
leaks reproduced both the morphology and the signal 
levels observed during the anomaly, and concluded 
that it was caused by a small light leak that allowed 
some indirect sunlight to enter the instrument for solar 
elongations between 118° and 128°. The prime Deep 
Impact mission never involved phase angles this far 
from 90° so the spacecraft was not designed to operate 
in this range of phase angles.  Thus light leaks at unu-
sual orientations such as those of the CN anomaly are 
not surprising. Data obtained before DOY 2010270 are 
therefore excluded from this investigation.  
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